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TOTAL AOC HELPS CAPITAL AIR CHARTER JOIN THE JET SET  

 

Total AOC has helped Exeter-based Capital Air Charter put its first jet into charter 

operations by adding the new type to the firm’s AOC. 

 

The Rigby Group-owned business is now able to offer chartering on a new Cessna 

Citation CJ3, offering greater range and payload over the existing fleet of KingAirs and 

Chieftains. 

 

Total AOC was appointed to handle the type approval after it successfully took Capital Air 

Charter through the EASA transition last year. Capital Air Charter Managing Director and 

Chief Pilot Malcolm Humphries says: “After handling our manual rewrites last year, I had 

every confidence in Total AOC and felt very comfortable with them handling our AOC 

type approval. That confidence was rewarded because they carried out the amendment 

work exactly to the timescale we required, enabling us to put our new aircraft into 

operation as soon as possible.” 

 

Capital Air Charter was particularly keen to enlist expert support from Total AOC as this 

is the first time the company has sought to offer a jet aircraft, and so it was critical all 

material was completed to the highest standard to ensure smooth approvals from the UK 

CAA. 

 

Humphries says: “The team at Total AOC were phenomenally knowledgeable and 

hardworking. Approvals were carried out exactly to the timescale required which was 

perfect for our business. We’ve enjoyed working with Total AOC with whom we’ve 

established a true partnership way of working. We’ve had great service from them and 

hope to work with the team again as we continue to grow and expand.” 

Press Information 
 



 

 
 

Capital Air Charter provides charter, freight and air ambulance services from Exeter 

Airport. In operation for 26 years, the company can provide aviation services across 

Europe, including the Mediterranean and Eastern Europe. 
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Notes to editor:   
Total AOC is a team of aviation experts who offer a full support service to private and commercial 
operators. Their services include setting up an AOC, writing manuals, providing training and acting as post 
holders.  

Total AOC’s innovative cloud-based software, Centrik, allows clients to enjoy truly paperless AOC 
management and helps ensure regulatory compliance.  
 

 
https://twitter.com/TotalAOC  

 
https://www.linkedin.com/company/total-aoc-solutions  

 
https://www.youtube.com/c/Totalaoc  

 
 
For further press information please email James Boley or Mike Keeler at Garnett Keeler or call 020 8647 
4467. 
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